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lines are to be yellow or white, 5 in wide for transverse lines and
4-5 In for others; studs or plates may be used in place of painted
lines.
Plashing Beacons.
These show an intermittent red light as a warning at important
cross-roads; they may be used also for temporary road works.
Light Signals.
These are now universally used for the control of vehicular traffic;
tfye signals must provide three lights to face each stream of traffic
to be controlled—one red, one amber and one green; the diameter
of the lenses is from 8 to 8J in., and the normal height to the green
lens is 7 ft. 6 in.; where road gradients occur it may be up to 10 ft.
high.
The word " STOP " in black letters must be shown on the red
lens
In many countries signal control "is effected from one suspended
at a height of 14 ft. or more at the centre of the intersection.
Generally these signals work quite well and drivers become accus-
tomed to them; one disadvantage is that, if set higher than 14 ft.,
visibility is difficult from the leading car.
The sequence of the lights is Red (Stop), Amber with Bed-
(warning for Green), Green (proceed), Amber alone (Stop, unless too
far ahead to stop safely).
In the United States it often occurs that the Amber sign is elimin-
ated ; this avoids any confusion or accident by two streams of traffic
endeavouring to cross over on the Amber; the method works quite
satisfactorily,
The illumination of each lens should be carried out-by independent
lamps of not less than 100 c.p. The casing of the lenses should be
so designed as to be visible at a distance of 100 yd. during day or
night. This casing may be arranged to show lights in one direction
only; in two directions, either opposite or at an angle; in three,
four, or more, directions, according to the plan of the intersecting
roads,
The placing of the signals may be as follows :—
 (a)	Two signals act at diagonally opposite corners for ,4-way
lights.   (This arrangement gives ample indication to aJl
vehicles and pedestrians.)
 (b)	Pour signals set at each of the four comers for two- or oiie-way^
lights.   Signals should be placed at the far comers as the Busb$'

